IIT-B breaches 1,000-job record in 1st phase itself

Mumbai: The first phase of placements at IIT-Bombay this year ended on a high note on Friday with a record 1,000-plus students being offered jobs, significant jump from 886 last year.

The scene at other IITs is equally encouraging.

At IIT-Madras, 880 students have already got job offers and 860 at IIT-Kanpur. At IIT-Kanpur, the first phase is still to end. All IITs, including IIT-B, have witnessed a growth of 10-15% in offers made in the first phase of campus placements this year. The second phase at most IITs will begin in the first week of January.

By Thursday evening, 997 students at IIT-B had already got job offers. On Friday, a few more companies visited the campus and made around 10 offers. The final confirmation to these offers will come in only by Monday.

“We have managed to get 100 more offers as startups and firms in the e-commerce and manufacturing sectors have increased their hiring this year,” said Mohak Mehta, placement manager at IIT-B. Though fewer companies have visited the campus so far this year—around 240 compared with 260—the number of offers made is higher.

Companies such as Olacabs and Dar Al have hired around 40 students each from the campus. By now, pre-placement offers received have exceeded 100, said Mehta. Though, only 50 have been accepted. Around 1,600 students have registered for campus placements, but only around 1,300 students would actually opt for placements. “We have already managed to place around 75% of the batch,” Mehta said.

At IIT-Kanpur, after 19 days of the placement drive, more than 850 students were placed with top companies.

At IIT-Madras, close to 65% of the 1,400 candidates got jobs in the first phase; 16% of them are women. As many as 285 companies have visited IIT-Madras this year between December 1 and 19. Last year, the campus hosted 263 companies from December 1 to April 30 when the placement season officially ends.

(Inputs from M Ramya, Abhinav Malhotra, Kangkun Kalita, Rajeev Dikshit)
More IITians are showing interest in R&D this year

IIT-Madras records 13 per cent as against last year’s 2 per cent

CHENNAI DHNS: There has been a dramatic increase in the number of IITians who opted for Research and Development (R&D) at the placement campus this year. IIT-Madras concluded the first phase of placement on Friday with 880 students being placed from interviews conducted on campus from December 1. There was an increase of 13 per cent in the number of students who have opted for R&D compared to previous year’s figure of mere two per cent,” Viswanathan, Professor, Mechanical Engineering and Advisor, Training and Placement said.

Stating that this year’s trend was towards start-up and e-commerce companies, many of which visited campuses all over the country, he said placements in start-ups have accounted for 13 per cent of the total number of students placed from IIT-Madras. In 2014, a total of 880 IITians were offered jobs by 735 companies and of the total, were placed, 16 per cent were girl students. In 2013, a total of 935 students who were placed in 263 companies. According to the professor, the highest domestic salary was Rs 34 lakh for which two offers were made, and the highest foreign salary is $1,29,500 for which three offers were made.

“Numbers for this phase have almost matched last year’s numbers even though this year’s season is only halfway through,” Viswanathan said. He said there has been a five to ten per cent increase in the number of companies that have come on campus this year and a ten to 12 per cent increase in the salaries offered, even in core companies.

Cognizant Technology stood first among the recruiting companies to give 36 offers to the students followed by Ola cabs, which recruited 29 IITians. MBA students had the highest percentage of placement of 92 per cent compared to previous year’s figure of 82 per cent.
OlaCabs picks talent from IIT-M

OUR BUREAU
Chennai, December 19

OlaCabs, a car rental company, has picked up 29 students across various disciplines from the Indian Institute of Technology, Madras, through campus recruitment, according to the Institute’s advisor in training and placement Babu Viswanathan.

The Mumbai-based company recruited students with annual offers in the ₹10-20 lakh band. This was the first time that the company had visited the Institute, he told newsmen. This year’s campus recruitment saw many students choosing to work for start-ups and e-commerce companies such as Flipkart, OlaCabs and Snapdeal.

In the first session, 65 start-ups visited the campus accounting for 13 per cent of the total number of students placed, he said. Though students were told about the risk of choosing start-ups, they went ahead due to the challenging work environment and quick career growth when compared to older companies, he said.

The Institute has concluded the first session of placement that commenced on December 1.

A total of 1,260 students registered for interviews of which 880 got placed. This year, 295 companies came for recruitment, he said.

The highest annual salary offered for a student to work in India was ₹34 lakh for which two offers (in mechanical engineering and aerospace) were made.

The highest annual salary to work abroad was $129,500 for which three offers were made. The first session almost matched last year’s numbers, he said without disclosing company names.

According to Viswanathan, an encouraging trend this year was the increase in hiring by ‘core’ companies such as TVS Group, GE and Honeywell.

Other prominent companies that visited the campus include Cognizant Technology, Tata Consultancy Services and Infosys, he said.

The second session will commence on January 18, he said.
CHENNAI: Only around 5% of PhD candidates at IIT-Madras have been placed in companies at the end of the first session of this year's placement season. Two of the 40 PhD candidates registered for placements had found jobs till Friday.

The track record is different this year because a different system was used for slotting companies visiting campus, said IIT-M students placement coordinator Vishranth Suresh. Core and non-core engineering companies were slotted first and the universities, where PhD candidates usually get placed, later.

"Last time there was a problem when the universities were slotted from December 10. MS and MTech candidates also sat for the sessions, and many got multiple offers. This time we wanted to ensure that candidates don't feel the compulsion to sit for all the sessions, which happens early in the placement season, so only those interested in teaching and academics would consider the options," he said.

The first university visited the campus on Thursday, and the others have been slotted in January and February. "We expect 20-30 PhD candidates to get placed this year," Suresh said.

MBA students have the highest percentage of placement, with 92% of candidates getting placed in the first session. Dual degree (84%) candidates have the second highest placement rate, followed by BTech (76%), MS (60%), MTech (52%), MA (38%). The placement record of MSc candidates is on a par with that of the research scholars, at 5%.

"PhD scholars get jobs and projects through personal referrals, from faculty and through their own efforts of getting in touch with people working on similar projects in other universities or industry. They don't depend on the generic campus placement process," said IIT-M placement advisor Babu Viswanathan.

By the end of last year's placement season, 22% of PhD candidates who registered got jobs. In 2012-13, the rate was 17%, and close to 44% in 2011-12.

The first session of this season saw around 65% of the 1,360 candidates at IIT-M getting jobs. Two students were offered the highest domestic salary of 34 lakh and three students were offered $1,29,500, the highest foreign salary. As many as 295 companies made 955 offers. Babu Viswanathan said this year there was a positive trend of core companies picking up quite a few students. The rate of placements was the same in the core sectors and in IT (27%), followed by sectors and in IT (27%), followed by analytics / consulting / finance (16%). There is an increase in the number of candidates opting for R&D jobs (13%) compared to last year's rate of 2%.

The next round begins on January 18 and the placement season will officially end on April 30.
Nasa’s Kepler spacecraft discovers super-earth 180 light years away

WASHINGTON DC: A year and a half after an equipment failure threatened to derail its epochal search for worlds beyond our solar system, Nasa’s Kepler spacecraft has bagged another planet, astronomers announced on Thursday.

The new planet is 20,000 miles in diameter, about 2 1/2 times the size of earth, and 12 times as massive, putting it into a category of planets called super-earths that do not exist in our solar system.

It is uninhabitable, circling a star slightly smaller than the sun about 180 light-years from here in the constellation Pisces, at the roasting distance of only 8.4 million miles, less than a tenth of the distance between us and our star.

Initial hurdles
Kepler was originally designed to stare at a patch of stars for four years and watch for blinks caused by planets passing in front of them.

Early in 2013, however, one of the reaction wheels that keep the telescope pointed broke down. Engineers figured out a way to compensate using the pressure of sunlight on Kepler’s solar panels to stabilize the spacecraft for smaller periods of time.

During a nine-day test run in February with the telescope, a team led by Andrew Vanderburg of the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics detected a planet passing in front of a star known as HIP 116454.

Follow-up observations with ground-based telescopes and the Canadian MOST satellite confirmed the presence of a planet, which astronomers said was probably a water world or a “mini-Neptune,” with a small core and a billowing gaseous atmosphere.

The New York Times
NASA's Kepler mission discovers 'super-Earth'

PTI WASHINGTON

NASA's planet-hunting Kepler spacecraft, which is carrying out a new mission, has made its first exoplanet discovery — a 'super-Earth' located 180 light-years from Earth.

Lead researcher Andrew Vanderburg, a graduate student at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics in Cambridge, Massachusetts, studied publicly available data collected by the spacecraft during a test of the new K2 mission in February 2014.

This led to the discovery of a planet, HIP 116454b, which is 2.5 times the diameter of Earth and follows a close, nine-day orbit around a star that is smaller and cooler than our Sun, making the planet too hot for life as we know it.

HIP 116454b and its star are 180 light-years from Earth, toward the constellation Pisces. The discovery was confirmed with measurements taken by the HARPS-North spectrograph of the Telescopio Nazionale Galileo in the Canary Islands, which captured the wobble of the star caused by the planet's gravitational tug as it orbits.

HARPS-N showed that the planet weighs almost 12 times as much as Earth. This makes HIP 116454b a super-Earth, a class of planets that does not exist in our solar system.

The exoplanet discovery was made after astronomers and engineers repurposed Kepler for its new mission.

"Last summer, the possibility of a scientifically productive mission for Kepler after its reaction wheel failure in its extended mission was not part of the conversation," said Paul Hertz, NASA's astrophysics division director at the agency's headquarters in Washington.
Govt needs to learn good governance

The Ministry for Human Resources Development under the Modi government surely needs a lesson in good governance, going by the unseemly mess and needless confusion it has created on the issue of “Good Governance” to be observed on Christmas Day. In a move that was shocking as it smacked of insensitivity and the lack of a secular spirit, a HRD ministry missive directed CBSE schools to hold a slew of activities on December 25 as Good Governance Day to mark the birthday of former prime minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee and the birth anniversary of freedom fighter and educationist Madan Mohan Malaviya. To take part in the activities students would have had to go to school on Christmas, which effectively meant they would have to forego a holiday, the most important for the Christian community in a calendar year. The resulting howls of dismay and display of anger across the nation forced the government to back down, and the HRD ministry eventually whittled the activity down to an online essay competition which students can take part from their homes if they feel up to it.

Now, what is shocking is that such a diktat was at all issued in the first place. December 25 has been a holiday for Christmas for years and is also the season when most schools shut down for an extended vacation. Why did the mandarins have to unnecessarily meddle with something that has been working fine for all these years? Secondly, what do school students have to do with good governance? Doesn’t that fall under the ambit of government officials and elected representatives?

The entire exercise smacks of a more sinister motive, which is to dilute the importance of Christmas Day and make schools work on the pretext of good governance. This is consistent with several other communally-tinged developments in the country since the Modi government assumed power. Delhi is seeing a rise in communal tension between the Muslim and the Hindu communities leading to violence in some areas, the controversial “ghar vapsi” (return home), or religious conversion programme organised by the Vishwa Hindu Parishad in Uttar Pradesh, the incendiary communal speeches of some central ministers and moves to saffronise education are indicators that the Christmas fiasco is not a one-off instance. For the electorate, which voted Prime Minister Narendra Modi to power believing in his development agenda, these are deviations that are bound to dent his credibility. If Vajpayee had been in good health and active, he would have been the first one to shoot down the proposal to mix up Christmas Day with good governance and his birthday.
Smriti Irani to oversee HRD ministry's answers

http://www.deccanherald.com/content/448531/smriti-irani-oversee-hrd-ministrys.html

Human Resource Development Minister Smriti Irani will personally oversee answers to questions from Parliament to her ministry.

Also, replies sent to Parliament in the name of her two junior ministers Upendra Kushwaha and Ram Shankar Katheria will now be sent in Irani’s name. The two ministers of state(MoSs) will however be shown replies concerning the departments under their responsibilities before they are dispatched to Parliament with Irani’s approval.

The HRD minister allocated work to Kushwaha and Katheria in November soon after they joined the ministry.

According to an office order issued on November 18, Katheria was put in charge of the department of higher education’s schemes meant for students belonging to the minority community and north eastern region as well as schemes meant for students belonging to scheduled castes, scheduled tribes and other backward classes.